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is a c t u a l l y v e r y s m a l l 7' 8. 
appears only at very small scattering angles #. The deviation from the R o s e n b l u t h formula comes out to be --10% for an impulse transfer of t --30 /~2 and small •& and the assumption, that the coupling constants used in this model are of the order of 1. We find 8, that the deviations from (2) give a correction of 7% for t = -30 f~2 and # = 5° and the f0 meson in the intermediate state, using dispersion relation me thods.
But if we introduce the P o m m e r a n c h u c k trajectory 12 for the f0 meson, the correction amounts to be 12%. For the coupling constants we have assumed frfo = fy.T and ffo^ = in both cases. In order to get quantities for a better discussion in experiments and to have a direct measure for the con tribution of A c , we have calculated from (1) the rela tive ratio
Per p Oe+ p 0e-P töe+ p M denotes the transition matrix, O the P a u l i matrices and s the spin direction of the recoil proton (s2 = l ) . Expanding the S-matrix in powers of a , we get
where M 2 corresponds to the one-photon exchange term Ab (hermitian!) and M 4 to the A c. To lowest order in a , the polarization is then given by
In order to calculate the M 4 resp. Ac , the unitarity con dition, calculated for the channels given in Fig. 1 To calculate the contribution of this diagram, we have used for the (jz !N*) -vertex the isobaric model of G o u r d i n and S a l i n 14, 15, who calculated the photo production processes.
Further, to calculate Im A/4 for the channels given in Fig. 1 , a technique similar to that given in 13 was used. To obtain the form factor in the (y Ji)-vertex, the f0 resonance was introduced and for the pion form factor a subtracted dispersion relation 7 was used, viz.:
. 71 . o2(o2 -q'2-i s) 4,u2 (7) where ^i(o 2) is the d-wave n ^-scattering phase shift.
At the resonance there holds For the polarization (projection on a plane perpendi cular to the coplanar reaction plane) we find a maxi mum value of -1,2% for electron energies £ ! = l,2GeV and cos i9cms = t t /2. The experimental results 18 are of the same order.
